Pause and pitch: the influence on political candidates’ perceived integrity

Abstract
This study evaluates speech pause as a stimulus that influences voters’ perception of a political candidate. Previous research has explored how speech attributes like pitch influence voters’ perception of integrity. However, the existing studies overlook interphase pauses as a key component in communication. In a between-groups experiment, we manipulated the interphase pauses in a speech given by four mock political candidates and evaluated the effect on voters’ perception of the candidates’ integrity. The results suggest that interphase pauses influence the perception of a leader’s integrity, but the candidates’ pitch moderates the effect. Specifically, candidates with a low-pitched voice are perceived as more integral if they use short interphase pauses, whereas candidates with a high-pitched voice may benefit from making natural pauses (0.5 seconds). This is the first study to evaluate how speech pause may influence the perception of integrity. The findings are relevant for designing strategic political campaigns and overall communications through a spokesperson.
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1. Introduction
When voting, citizens decide how they will be governed. Nevertheless, despite the importance of voting, people’s low cognitive involvement in politics may guide them to select political candidates based on nonpolitical cues rather than a political party or the candidate’s government plan (Schaffner & Streh, 2002). Thus, beyond proposals and political arguments, the electorate identifies and chooses attributes from the political persona they perceive. Like a brand, a political persona is the identity that politicians (and celebrities) build to create an image that fosters an emotional connection with the voter (Marshall & Henderson, 2016). Because of this “human” brand dimension, a political leader’s image is closely related to the personality, emotions, and authenticity the audience implicitly captures from his or her messages (Marshall & Henderson, 2016). Communication research has demonstrated that politicians’ personal attributes and emotional expressions have a stronger influence when they resemble and recognize the electorate’s needs. For example, facial expressions that inspire a trustworthy image from a political candidate increase voters’ perceptions of the candidate’s governing capabilities (Manfredi et al., 2021). Further, politicians’ voice pitch influences how voters see their personality traits, such as integrity (Tigue et al., 2012).
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the influence of a political candidate’s speech attributes on voters’ perception of them as integral leaders. Thus, the theoretical background focuses on voice communication characteristics that influence listeners’ attitudes and perceptions (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967; Smith & Shaffer, 1995; Klofstad et al., 2015; Tigue et al., 2012; Zoghaib, 2019). Communication research has elaborated on speech attributes that leaders can manage in aiming for a more competent image: speed (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967; Miller et al., 1976; Smith & Shaffer, 1995) and pitch (Cheng et al., 2016; Feinberg et al., 2008; Schirmer et al., 2019; Zuckerman & Miyake, 1993). Speed is easier to manage because it depends on the flow of words and sentences (Bruneau, 1973), whereas pitch is more difficult as it depends on the individual’s vocal cords (Dah, 2011). Despite this difference, there is less reach on the former voice characteristic, particularly concerning the pauses. Pauses can change the tone of a discourse; they can weaken or strengthen an idea and create suspense or certainty (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007). This research expects to contribute to a gap in the communication literature by extending the knowledge on the speed attribute through the “interphase pause” variable. Both, speed and pitch, should interact to shape the communication style of a political persona.

Thus, the remainder of this section defines leader integrity as an attribute expected from a political leader, conceptually framed in moral values and consistency (Dunn, 2009; Mayer et al., 1995; Moorman et al., 2013). Given that the perceived integrity of a candidate influences voters’ endorsement and engagement (Hassell, 2020), this research uses two speech attributes to influence perceived leadership integrity: pauses and pitch. Next, these speech attributes are differentiated. Pauses are relatively easy to manage by controlling the speed of speech (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967; Smith & Shaffer, 1995), whereas pitch is an intrinsic voice characteristic that is difficult to control (i.e., low or rise) (Dietrich et al., 2019).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains how the speech is manipulated. The pause is manipulated through the recorded audio of the candidates, and the pitch is moderated by having different candidates speak. Then, the results, presented in Section 3, show that to evaluate the effect of a leader’s speech on voters’ perception of their integrity, intrinsic (pitch) and managed attributes (pause) must be considered. Finally, the discussion in Section 4 strengthens the idea that controlling, using, and training verbal communication techniques is possible. However, the effect of interphase pauses has not been consistently evaluated.

The literature on speech has emphasized pitch, and there is a gap in exploring other voice characteristics (Dahl, 2011), particularly those that can be trained or managed. The value of this research is that it strengthens the knowledge of interphase pauses, a useful and manageable tool, and how this interacts with voice characteristics (pitch) to deliver meaningful communication from leaders. The question of this research is how a spokesperson’s voice influences the construction of the political persona –more precisely, how a political candidate’s speech pauses influence voters’ perception of their integrity, accounting for natural voice pitch.

1.1. Perceived leader integrity

Behavioral integrity is expected and desired from humans, especially those in leadership positions who hold power and influence others (Avolio, Bass & Jung, 1999; Becker, 1998). Although integrity is recognized as an influential attribute in leaders, the concept has a scarce theory and empirical testing (Moorman et al., 2013; Palanski & Yammarino, 2007).

Integrity means consistency, keeping promises, and aligning words and deeds (Palanski & Yammarino, 2007; Simons, 1999). A leader’s integrity is preserved, even after unethical behaviors, if there is consistency between their words and actions. In addition, integrity consists of considering moral values in decision making as well as being honest, authentic, fair, respectful, compassionate, forthright, and open to communicating with others (Brown, Treviño & Harrison, 2007; Craig & Gustafson, 1998; Palanski & Yammarino, 2007; Treviño,
Brown & Hartman, 2003). Thus, leadership integrity refers to whether someone with power or influence holds a set of moral values and the degree to which they consistently apply those values (Dunn, 2009; Mayer et al., 1995; Moorman et al., 2013).

The trustor–trustee relationship relies on integrity, and perceived integrity is a trait that signals if a leader is worth following (Moorman & Grover, 2009; Simons, 2002). Assuming or granting leadership to someone who lacks integrity may lead to risks for the followers or trustees, as resources can be misused with significant impacts on the group’s future (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Perceived integrity is used as a heuristic that reduces the uncertainty involved in following a leader who is expected to lead honestly and consistently in alignment with their professed vision (Moorman & Grover, 2009).

In politics, integrity triggers voters’ endorsement and engagement in a campaign (Hassell, 2020). People penalize unintegral behaviors that interfere with electoral dynamics (Frank & Martínez Coma, 2017). Moreover, the perception of integrity is positively correlated with approval ratings (Newman, 2003). Even so, research on integrity in political contexts remains limited, even when society claims it is a necessary trait for politicians (Lasthuizen et al., 2019).

This research proposes that speech attributes can predict the perceived integrity of a political candidate. Human voices are full of acoustic attributes that provide information about the speaker (Mileva et al., 2018; Rezlescu et al., 2015). Some speech attributes are feasible to control, like speech rate, pause, volume, and intonation. In contrast, others are intrinsic to the individual, like pitch or timbre.

1.2. **Speech rate and pauses: Focus on interphase pause**

Communication research shows that the speed of speech influences the audience’s capacity to elaborate on the message, involvement, and persuasion (Smith & Shaffer, 1995). Thus, fast-spoken people are perceived as more credible, competent, and persuasive (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967; Miller et al., 1976). When people speak fast, they are also perceived as more of an expert, making it difficult for listeners to process arguments carefully (Moore et al., 1986). The effect of speech rate on persuasion depends on the speaker’s ability to impact the listener’s cognitive involvement and information processing. Thus, speaking fast is only persuasive for highly cognitively involved participants (Smith & Shaffer, 1995). Pauses between words or sentences contribute to the speed attribute of speech.

Speech rate is composed of syllable speed and interphase pauses. Syllable speed is the syllables’ articulation rate, and an interphase pause is the gap between successive words that signal a forthcoming idea or phrase. Both speech rate and pauses influence listeners’ responses (Grosjean & Lane, 1976). This research focuses on pauses, which are moments of silence in speech. They enable clear communication by ending the emissary’s thoughts, emotions, and feelings, allowing the receptor to process the message. Communication is based on sequences of silence-sound-silence (Bruneau, 1973). Even when a conversation appears continuous, on average, it contains between 250 and 1500 milliseconds of silence (Goldman–Eisler, 1961). Pauses may be experienced as full silences or vocalization sounds, which are fundamental for speech flow (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007).

Pauses have a linguistic rationale; long pauses indicate the end of an utterance, whereas short pauses signal a coming related sentence (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007; Oliveira, 2002). Additionally, pauses express the process of deciding and articulating subsequent ideas (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007). Some pauses are mediated (Goldman–Eisler, 1961), whereas others happen naturally as ideas flow (Levett, 1983). Besides this linguistic rationale, pauses are interpreted within a social and psychological context (Esposito et al., 2008). For example, they denote people’s socioeconomic status or education level (Abrams & Bever, 1969). Longer pauses may show doubt or poor knowledge about a topic. Consistently, longer pauses may denote anxiety, interruption in the flow of ideas (Oliveira, 2002), tension, or suspense (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007). Numerous long pauses can express dishonesty or stress (Dimmock &
Fisher, 2017). Conversely, minimizing the number and length of pauses leads to a higher speech rate, which is related to honesty, expertise (Miller et al., 1976), and integrity-related attributes (Esposito et al., 2008). Thus, an interphase pause is an alternative to increasing speed or compressing speech (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003; Megehee et al., 2003). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 (H1) is presented as follows.

H1. A short (long) interphase pause increases (decreases) perceived leader integrity compared to a normal interphase pause.

1.3. Fundamental frequency is about who you are

The pitch or fundamental frequency is a physical anatomical phenomenon caused by the vibration rate of vocal cords in the larynx (Dahl, 2011). Pitch is the most studied voice attribute (Mileva et al., 2019) because it is the most salient (Baumann & Belin, 2010). Through pitch, people infer social dominance, size, and strength (Cheng et al., 2016; Feinberg et al., 2008). Moreover, because pitch is difficult to control, it is a trustworthy variable that provides information on a speaker’s emotional state (Dietrich et al., 2019). Hence, pitch may be more persuasive than words (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967).

Research shows that a lower-pitched voice is better evaluated (Schirmer et al., 2019; Zuckerman & Miyake, 1993). Men with lower-pitched voices are found to be more attractive, persuasive (Feinberg et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2010; Zuckerman & Miyake, 1993), trustworthy, and empathic (Apple et al., 1979), and they tend to assume more dominant positions in society (Cheng et al., 2016). When pitch increases, people are perceived as less competent and benevolent (Brown et al., 1973). Hence, contrary to low-pitched voices, high-pitched voices are related to untrustworthiness and weakness (Apple et al., 1979; Klofstad et al., 2015; Mallory & Miller, 1958).

There is evidence of the role of pitch in the political context. Klofstad et al. (2012) found that people voted for men and women with lower-pitched voices and rated them with higher competency and trustworthiness than their counterparts with higher-pitched voices. In addition, political candidates with low-pitched voices are described with more positive attributes and are considered to have a greater sense of integrity and physical prowess (Tigue et al., 2012). Reliably, low-pitched voices are perceived as more trustworthy in leadership roles (Cheng et al., 2016).

Moreover, research suggests that the effects of speech rate and pitch interact. A person who talks fast with a falling intonation is perceived to have greater confidence when their voice is low-pitched. Conversely, a person who speaks with an increasing intonation slowly and with a high-pitched voice is perceived as more insecure (Guyer et al., 2018). Also, fast speeches with a low fundamental frequency and nasal noise are perceived as more trustworthy (Schirmer et al., 2019).

The elaboration likelihood model (ELM) supports this interaction. When a speaker talks too fast, listeners’ cognitive involvement focuses on more peripheral cues such as pitch because it is difficult to understand the message. In the case of low involvement because of fast speech, a pitch that signals desired characteristics may be more effective because the listener focuses on the attributes (i.e., attractiveness, integrity, and capability) inferred from the speech rather than its content (Priester & Petty, 1995). As the listener focuses on the pitch rather than the content, a high-pitched voice strengthens perceptions of anxiety and weakness compared to a low-pitched voice (Klofstad et al., 2015). The central route to elaborate a message (from ELM) requires high cognitive involvement, which is more likely to occur as the speech rate decreases and individuals can think about the content of the message and rational arguments (Priester & Petty, 1995, 2003; Smith & Shaffer, 1995). Hence, we expect the perceptual effects of the interphase pause on integrity to depend on pitch. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 (H2) is as follows.
H2. Pitch moderates the relationship between interphase pauses and perceived leader integrity.
H2a. A high pitch negatively affects the relationship between pause and perceived leader integrity. Short (long) interphase pauses decrease (increase) the perceived leader integrity compared to normal interphase pauses.
H2b. A low pitch positively affects the relationship between pause and perceived leader integrity. Short (long) interphase pauses increase (decrease) the perceived leader integrity compared to normal interphase pauses.

2. Method
A between-groups experiment was designed to evaluate the effect of interphase pauses and pitch on perceived integrity. Interphase pauses were manipulated through three-pause conditions: control (natural recorded level), longer pause (control +0.5 seconds), and shorter pause (all pauses were deleted considering complete articulation). Pitch was a moderating variable because it is an intrinsic characteristic of one’s voice, and the experiment included two pitch conditions. Four mock candidates’ voices were recorded: one female and one male with a low–pitched voice, and one female and one male with a high–pitched voice. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the university (Act 133).

2.1. Speech
The interphase pause was manipulated through a discourse written for this experiment. The discourse was framed in a simulated interview with a political candidate discussing plastic straws as a sustainability issue. This topic has been highly covered in media in recent years (Vegter et al., 2014). Sustainability is central to public policy discussions (McNicholas & Cotton, 2019). Plastic straw production and consumption should be controlled to secure sustainability (McNicholas & Cotton, 2019). People demand a free–plastic world (Westbrook & Angus, 2021) and expect governments to solve or pay attention to this problem (McNicholas & Cotton, 2019). We asked the participants to imagine that the candidate was responding to the question “If you are elected, would you be willing to ban the use of plastic straws?”

Arguments in the discourse on the health and environmental consequences of plastic straw use were taken from Wright and Kelly (2017) and Schnurr et al. (2018). The final discourse included 20 interphase pauses (20 separated phrases). The discourse reads as follows (Interphase pauses are signaled by [*]):

A few years ago, the environment was not a central topic, but today it is a structural axis for any government [*]. Hence, the production and consumption of plastic is an issue that requires attention [*]. Some plastics are needed, but others are not; they are used once and discarded [*]. That is the case with plastic straws, which take 500 years to degrade [*]. A person uses a mean of 3.800 million plastic straws in life and discards them after a single use. That is a lot of waste and pollution [*].

Since plastic straws are too small to recycle, they end up in the ecosystem [*]: Near 4% of the plastic waste in the sea are straws. Besides the environmental effects, many species die because plastic straws cause them lesions and hinder their respiratory tract or digestive system [*]. Conversely, plastic straws do not biodegrade. They break into small parts called microplastics left in the air, water, and soil, so we breathe and consume them [*]. When small animals consume these straws, they enter our food chain and end up in our bodies [*]. Microplastic toxins can affect our nervous, reproductive, digestive, and respiratory systems [*]. Hence, there are also risks to human health [*].

This still recognizes that the plastic industry contributes significantly to the economy [*]. In 2019, the plastic industry represented more than 12000 million COP to the country, and nearly 0.02% came from plastic straw production [*]. Moreover, plastic straws contribute to nearly 100,000 jobs [*]. In addition, plastic straws prices are friendly such that they are preferred by small enterprises and consumers who cannot afford to buy straws made
from sustainable materials [*]. Finally, it must be recalled that some people with special capabilities must use straws to consume liquids [*]. We must practice environmental policy with a clear vision as the environment is an important patrimony of the country, and we are worried about it, but we also want to protect our competitiveness and economy, bearing in mind the value of the plastic industry for our development [*]. The first straw you used in your life has not yet degraded [*]. We have to take care of the consumption and production of plastics [*]; this is a subject on which we must focus [*].

We conducted two preliminary studies to support our intention of a perceived partisan/position ambiguity, credibility, and emotional balance of our discourse. The first pre-study consisted of an expert-evaluation of the discourse (n = 16). The expert-participants were academics or practitioners in communication or political studies, and they reported having done research in politics or work on political campaigns. Their areas of interest were psychology, communication, and sustainable development (50%). Among them, 81.3% held a master’s or doctoral degree; 56.3% were male and 43.8% female (mean age = 39.812 ± 12.068).

The experts were asked their opinions on the “response of a political candidate.” None of them knew the purpose of the main experiment. After reading the candidate’s response, the experts described the candidate’s position on banning plastic straws. In their answers, 37.5% considered the candidate was in favor of banning plastic straws, 6.3% considered the candidate was against it, and 56.3% stated the candidate’s response was ambiguous. Hence, we supported the discourse’s idea of a partisan/position ambiguity. Next, the experts completed the message credibility scale, which validates the credibility of speech created for experimental purposes (Appelman & Sundar, 2016). On a 6-point Likert scale (1 = totally disagree; 6 = totally agree), the experts evaluated the extent to which the discourse seemed complete, concise, well-presented, objective, representative from an expert, impactful, and professional (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.937$). The mean message credibility score was $3.44 \pm 1.23$, which shows that the message was, on average, credible.

The second pre-study was an emotion analysis to test whether the discourse was charged with positive or negative emotions. When political speeches are charged with emotional content, people use them to understand the message rather than the arguments (Lamprianou & Ellinas, 2019). The analysis was conducted using the *Syuzhet* package (Jockers, 2015) for R v.3.6.1. The results indicated that the discourse contained an equal number of positive and negative emotions (14 each, Figure 1). Hence, we supported the idea that the speech was equally balanced with positive and negative emotions.

**Figure 1.** The speech’s emotional content.
2.2. Recordings

Two male and two female persons, approximately 40 years old, participated voluntarily as voice models for the experiment. Models of this age were selected because previous research suggested that people between 40 and 50 are easier to relate with political candidates based on their voice characteristics (Klofstad et al., 2015). Moreover, the models were native Spanish speakers from the city where the study was conducted; they were considered to have good diction and a local accent. We selected one woman and one man with a higher-pitched voice and likewise for the lower-pitched voice. For the pitch classification, we used pitch categories from previous research based on the upper and lower bounds of adults’ voice pitch between 40 and 50 years old. In men, a pitch below 100 Hz was considered low, while a pitch greater than 120 Hz was deemed high (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003; Zoghaib, 2019). For women, a pitch below 200 Hz was considered low, while a pitch greater than 220 Hz was considered high (Bezooijen, 1995; Feinberg et al., 2008). We used PRATT v.6.11.6 software (Table 1) to assess the voices’ descriptive characteristics and validate our classification of voices as low-pitched or high-pitched. The software analysis confirmed one male and one female for each pitch condition. A musicologist validated our pitch classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Voice attributes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch (mean) (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity (mean) (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (control condition) (seconds)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

The voice models received the discourse in writing. They were encouraged to speak naturally, without time constraints, and to use clear pronunciation. After the recordings, a digital print of the background noise was captured and isolated from the rest, eliminating any noise that was not part of the speech. The voices were manipulated in Adobe Audition 2020 software. Figure 2 shows an example of the control condition and the two voice manipulations. Interphase pauses for the control condition corresponded to the original recording. For the short interphase pause condition, interphase pauses from the control condition were deleted to a minimum level, securing intelligibility. The short condition cut an average of 12 seconds from the control recordings.
Finally, to create the long pause condition, we cut a filled pause from the original recording of each candidate and pasted it onto the same recording to elongate the pause. A filled pause was when the air was in the mouth, and the speaker was about to pronounce the following idea. Filling the long pause with this natural moment guarantees a sense of continuity in speech. The pause captured lasted 0.5 seconds, the average interphase pause in a regular conversation (Grosjean & Lane, 1976). These captures were inserted where voice models made the original interphase pauses, resulting in double-time pauses. By adding 0.5 seconds to the 20 pauses of the speech, the long pause condition resulted in having 10 seconds more than the control condition. After the manipulations, a musicologist evaluated whether the altered conditions seemed natural, validating the stimuli.
2.3. Participants
The participants were graduate and undergraduate students (n = 468) at a University in Cali (Colombia). Because of this context, the participants were all Hispanics and native Spanish speakers. They received partial course credit as an incentive for their voluntary participation. They ranged in age from 18 to 38 years old, with a mean age of 21.40 (SD = 3.97). Of the total sample, 41.5% were male, 58.3% female, and 0.2% identified themselves as other. All of them reported having normal hearing. A majority said they had voted in previous elections (73%), and the mean response was 4.34. The experiment was done in the participants’ native language, Spanish.

2.4. Procedure
The participants were asked to join a study that evaluated a political candidate. If they decided to participate, they followed the link provided in an email invitation and received the instructions. First, they were asked to adjust their device’s sound to a level they could hear well. Research shows that in experiments that use sound stimuli and are conducted by computer, listeners’ performance is better if they can adjust the device to a level of comfortable speech intelligibility (Hochberg, 1975).

The participants were randomly assigned to an interphase pause condition and one of the four mock political candidates, 39 participants per cell. The following framing message appeared on the screen: “You are about to listen to the response a candidate in the local elections gave to this question: Would you be willing to ban plastic straws?” The participants were instructed to listen to the political candidate’s speech. They could play the recording as many times as they wanted. Then, they rated their expectations of the candidate’s ethical leadership. Each participant was exposed to one candidate in one interphase pause condition. As a manipulation check, they rated the following statement on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = Totally disagree; 6 = Totally agree): “When finishing a phrase, the candidate took long to pronounce the following phrase.” The results revealed a significant difference in the responses to this item ($F (2, 465) = 2.913; p = 0.055; M_{Long} = 3.12; M_{Control} = 3.03; M_{Short} = 2.74$), indicating that the participants could discern the variation in interphase pauses.

2.5. Measures
Integrity was measured using the perceived leader integrity scale proposed by Moorman et al. (2013). To adapt the scale to a political context, we included some items that measure expectations for politicians' ethical behavior (McAllister, 2000). Perceived leader integrity was addressed with the following prompt: “After hearing the candidate’s response, please rate to what extent you agree to the following sentences regarding the candidate.” The answer choices were “Acts to benefit the greater good,” “Protects the rights of others,” “Treats people fairly,” “Treats people with care and respect,” “Serves to improve society,” “Is honest,” “Is not afraid to stand up for beliefs,” “Does right even when unpopular,” “Delivers on promises” (Moorman et al., 2013), and “Has a high personal moral code” (McAllister, 2000). The participants rated these 10 items on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = Totally disagree, 6 = Totally agree) (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.91$).

3. Results
We conducted a two-way ANOVA using IBM SPSS 26. The variables were interphase pause (independent variable) (short, control, and long), candidates’ voice pitch (moderator) (1 = High, 0 = Low), and perceived leader integrity (dependent variable). Before testing the effect of interphase pauses on perceived leader integrity, we controlled the participants' demographic variables and the candidates' sex. The descriptive statistics in Table 2 show no relationship between the perceived leader integrity and the candidates’ sex or pitch or with...
participants' interest in politics or sex age \((p > 0.1)\). However, there is a significant correlation with the participants' age \((p < 0.01)\); therefore, this variable is included in the model as a covariate.

**Table 2.** Descriptive Statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PLI</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pitch</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. C. Sex</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Polit_Int.</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Age</td>
<td>21.42</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>-0.123**</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. P. Sex</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.110*</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**0.01; * 0.05. PLI: Perceived Leader Integrity. Pitch: High = 1, Low = 0. Candidate's/Participant's sex: Male = 1, Female = 2. Polit_Int = Interest in politics.
Source: Own elaboration.

The assumptions for the two-way ANOVA (3 interphase pauses × 2 pitch) are met; data within the subgroups follow a normal distribution, and Levene's test shows that the variances of the groups are equal \((F (5, 462) = 0.63; p = 0.68)\). The model confirms that the participants' age is a significant control variable \((F (2, 461) = 7.24; p = 0.000; \eta^2 = 0.015)\); namely, the perception of a candidate's integrity decreases as the participant's age increases. The participant's age explains almost 2% of the variance in perceived leader integrity.

The results of the two-way ANOVA show that the main effects are not significant. Thus, perceived leader integrity does not differ between the three interphase pause conditions, failing to support H1 \((F (2, 461) = 1.88; p = 0.15)\). Likewise, it does not differ between candidates with a low- or high-pitched voice \((F (1, 461) = 0.88; p = 0.35)\). However, the interaction effect is significant \((F (2, 461) = 16.27; p = 0.000; \eta^2 = 0.07)\), and there is a combined effect for interphase pause and pitch that explains 7% of the variance on perceived leader integrity. Figure 3 shows the moderating effect of pitch and how H2a and H2b are partially supported.

Within the high-pitch condition, perceived leader integrity differs by the interphase pause \((F (2, 461) = 9.52; p = 0.000; \eta^2 = 0.04)\). With short interphase pauses \((M = 4.30)\) yields a significantly \((p < 0.001)\) lower perceived leader integrity compared to a normal interphase pause \((M = 4.29)\). Likewise, although unexpected, the long interphase pause \((M = 4.48)\) yields a significantly \((p < 0.01)\) lower perceived leader integrity compared to a normal interphase pause. Moreover, when the candidate's voice has a high pitch, there is no significant difference \((p > 0.1)\) between the short and long interphase pauses on the perceived leader integrity. Thus, a normal pause in speech yields relatively better integrity results when the candidate has a high pitch.

Within the low-pitch condition, perceived leader integrity differs by the interphase pause \((F (2, 461) = 9.52; p = 0.000; \eta^2 = 0.04)\). With short interphase pauses \((M = 4.30)\), perceived leader integrity increases \((p < 0.001)\) in comparison to the normal interphase pauses condition \((M = 4.26)\). Listening to the short interphase pause discourse also improves \((p < 0.01)\) perceived leader integrity compared to the long interphase pause \((M = 4.48)\). However, the perceived leader integrity within a long interphase pause condition does not differ \((p > 0.05)\) from the normal interphase pause condition.
4. Discussion

The findings show that, to some extent, speech attributes can influence the perception of a leader’s integrity. We evaluated one speech attribute that is relatively easy to manage (pause) and one that is more challenging to manage because it is an intrinsic characteristic given by the speaker’s anatomy (pitch). Although pitch is more challenging to control, communication research has examined its effect (Mileva et al., 2019), whereas the effect of pauses remains a gap in the communication literature. Therefore, by examining the interaction between interphase pause and pitch, this study opens new variables to the literature on communication (Dahl, 2011). Moreover, results contribute to the gap in the literature related to the speech rate, particularly the interphase pauses, which should be managed according to the spokesperson pitch to improve the listeners’ perceptions.

Although linguistics acknowledges that pauses are a fundamental speech element (Esposito & Marinaro, 2007; Grosjean & Lane, 1976), we did not find a direct effect of interphase pause, failing to support hypothesis one. Instead, pitch shifts the relationship between pauses and perceived integrity. This is a valuable finding because although pitch is the most salient component of voice, and people instinctively use it to make inferences about the spokesperson (Baumann & Belin, 2010), previous literature showed that the perceived effect of pitch is not consistent (Dahl, 2011). Along with pitch, perception is influenced by the extent to which the listener can elaborate on the message (Priester & Petty, 1995).

Therefore, this research suggests that candidates’ pitch moderates the relationship between interphase pauses and perceived integrity (H2). Regarding high-pitched voices, the results partially support H2a: a short interphase pause decreases the perceived leader integrity compared to a normal pause. However, perceived leader integrity is similar across the short and long-interphase conditions. Therefore, the best alternative for candidates with a high-pitch voice is to keep a natural interphase pause (0.5 seconds per phrase). This is probably because a high-pitched voice is related to untrustworthiness, weakness (Apple et al., 1979; Klofstad et al., 2015; Mallory & Miller, 1958), anxiety, and less competence (Brown et al., 1973), attributes that would be strengthened under a short interphase condition that requires a low cognitive effort compared to a normal condition. Given a short interphase pause, the interpretation of fast speech is guided by the emotional information gathered from the voice rather than the content of the message. Likewise, a message delivered with a high-pitched voice and extended interphase pauses negatively impacts perceived leader integrity. Even though the long interphase structure enables more cognitive elaboration, it appears that the low-pitch voice attributes remain. Therefore, consistent long pauses do not improve communication effectiveness for a high-pitch voice.
These results partially support hypothesis H2b: candidates with a low–pitched voice give a higher sense of integrity when making short interphase pauses. A low–pitched voice is perceived as attractive, and people prefer low–pitched processing voices as peripherical cues and feel they have enough resources to make evaluations based on that pitch (Priester & Petty, 1995). At the same time, interphase pauses enable listeners to do content analysis. Thus, given a neutral context like the one we presented, the participants did not seem concerned about comprehending ideas and preferred the low–pitch message delivered quickly with short interphase pauses. When these candidates have a long or natural pause, their perceived integrity decreases.

In a threatening context like war or economic crisis, lower–pitched voices are associated with dominant autocratic behaviors (Connor & Barclay, 2017) and physical prowess rather than integrity (Tigue et al., 2012). However, in a neutral or calm context, the dominant behaviors inspired by low–pitch voices are associated with self–confidence and strength. For example, Barack Obama’s low–pitch voice was managed with a fluent pace that created engagement and allowed some pauses for the audience to reflect on the message while getting the humor of what he was saying (Navarretta, 2017).

Several contributions are observed from our research. We show that interphase pauses are a relevant speech component that triggers perception, contributing to the scarce research that recognizes the psychological value of pauses (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003; Megehee et al., 2003). The evaluation of the interphase pause variable responds to a gap in the communication literature; this evaluation extends the understating of the effect of speed and attributes that a spokesperson can manage. However, we find no unique pausing cue in a discourse; pauses should be used thoughtfully to strengthen the communicator’s intrinsic voice characteristics and communication purposes. This study expects to highlight interphase pauses as a manageable speech variable that influences intrinsic voice characteristics. The empirical evidence of this study shows that interphase pauses do not directly affect a leader’s perception. Interphase pauses interact with pitch to influence the communication style and the audience’s perception of a political persona.

Moreover, this is the first study to evaluate the effect of interphase pause in a political context to evaluate the perception of leaders’ integrity, thus contributing to the discipline of political communication. We evaluated integrity using a multidimensional scale that includes the elements of morality and consistency. Previous research addressing the effect of speech attributes on integrity used single items to measure this perception (Amira et al., 2018; Klofstad et al., 2012, 2015; Mileva et al., 2019; Tigue et al., 2012). Hence, we support that speech cues affect integrity as a construct. Although the literature recognizes integrity as a prerequisite for a good leader (Palanski & Yammarino, 2009), empirical research on the mechanisms that shape perceived integrity remains limited (Moorman et al., 2018).

This work links ideas from political science (nonrational evaluation of political candidates), psychology (voice perception), linguistics (pauses), and leadership sciences (perceived leader integrity), using a practical approach that helps to expand the existing communication research. Communicators and marketing advisors are becoming more strategic in using sensory cues (Strach et al., 2015) to manage the construction of political personas (Marshall & Henderson, 2016). A political candidate’s message extends its objective proposals and views of the party to include emotional information that inspires trust and governability (Manfredi et al., 2021) while reflecting the contextual needs of the electorate.

Regarding the practical implications of this study, we expect professionals who create communication campaigns to benefit from the findings. That is, as a strategic communication tool, pauses should be used in consideration of the speaker’s natural voice pitch. Further, although our study is specific to a political context, the results may be extrapolated to other situations. Because strategic communication and integrity are key elements for building a public image (Marshall & Henderson, 2016), we believe our results can be applied to different...
settings, such as private or public organizations. For example, a common advertising practice is to create a shorter version of the original ad when the message reaches recall and saturation. Modifying interphase pauses may be an alternative to shortening versions of communications that reduce advertising costs (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003; Miller et al., 1976; Zoghaib, 2019). However, as the empirical evidence of our research shows, the shorter version (i.e., minimizing interphase pauses) must consider the pitch of the spokesperson used in the ad.

In conclusion, this research shed light on interphase pauses as an overlooked phenomenon that may have psychological effects on communication. The focus was on leadership integrity, an expected attribute for people in leadership positions. The results support that silences can be used strategically in communication, but they should be managed according to the characteristics of the speaker’s voice, namely, pitch.

5. Limitations and future studies

Some limitations of this study should be mentioned and explained as an opportunity for future research. First, we conducted a laboratory experiment that may reduce the ecological validity of the findings. Future research should evaluate the effect with an uncontrolled population – for instance, the effect of interphase pauses on social networks or different virtual environments. Moreover, voice, speech rate, and pitch are easier to manage in virtual environments that have daily interaction with individuals.

Second, regarding context and sample characteristics, our study was conducted with a Spanish-speaking population: candidates (i.e., voices in the study) and participants/audience. It would gain reliability by addressing an international population because voice characteristics (i.e., speed, pause, and pitch) may vary across languages or contexts. There are normalized speech rates within cultures or contexts, which is how fast–slow speech occurs and is expected (Bosker, 2017). Individuals influence each other through their speech; the speech rate of a person influences the perception of another, who then assumes a similar speech rate. Therefore, the speech rate in one context is normalized but may differ from another. Future research should expand on language attributes as a context characteristic that may influence the speech rate and perception of the spokesperson. Age is another sample characteristic that could be improved in future studies. The average age of the sample was 21 years. However, expectations about a political persona change according to voters’ age. Future research should explore speech perception within older populations.

Third, the speech content in this study evaluates the use of plastic straws; future research should expand on different social matters. Although we confirm that the content of the speech was emotionally ambiguous, there is an overall social concern about the use, production, and consumption of plastic (McNicholas & Cotton, 2019). However, there are other social and economic issues that require strategic communication, such as fracking, abortion, or migration. Moreover, communication in electoral campaigns could become complex and damaging among parties (Fridkin & Kenney, 2011; Geer, 2012). Thus, moments or issues of social concern engender polarization and require a strategic focus on communication attributes. Communication within a problematic context or situation differs from the communication that governments usually conduct (Riorda, 2011).

Instead, a problematic or polarized context requires direct messages, minimizing the tone of uncertainty, issues that have several interpretations, or difficulties in understanding (Riorda, 2011). Our research would suggest considering the pauses in speech and the spokesperson’s pitch when analyzing the potential effect of a polarized issue. Moreover, addressing controversial issues inadequately during electoral campaigns can even cost a candidate the election. Finally, speech is a complex variable, given the nature of the human voice. Research that evaluates the effect of voice should consider other attributes like timbre and a more extensive pool of voices.
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